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Shake your shakers 
Shake and Stop  

Shake and shake and shake and stop x 3 
and let’s shake some more 
Can you shake it really high can you shake it low   
Can you shake it fast or really slow 
And let shake some more
Shake your shakers 
Shake your shakers in the air Shake them here Shake them there Shake your shakers in the air Shake your shakers 
Shake them high and shake them low Shake them yes, shake them no Shake them high and shake them low Shake 
your shakers 
Shake them up and shake them down Rub your shakers on the ground Shake them up and shake them down Shake 
your shakers 
Shake them near and Shake them far Shake them like your driving a car Shake them near
And Shake them far Shake your shakers 



Composition indoors and out  

Over the past two sessions we have been exploring the idea of 
Personalizing musical experiences
We have explored creating songs about children with their families
We have explored how we might create a song to support a challenging 
behavior or to support a difficult transition.
We have looked at using a prop such as a ribbon or a scarf to make our
own small micro-songs or compositions. 
What other examples might we see of children singing or using songs in
the nursery setting, when and where do children make music and sing? 



What’s that Noise 



Working with Instruments 
WORKING WITH INSTRUMENTS 

• This can be an area which non-music experts find challenging 

• Recognise children’s music making and consider how you might plan for it or extend it, children make music everywhere. Do the 
instruments always need to be in the same place? How can you enliven the possibilities for instruments and sound making to be made 
available indoors and out? 

• Explore making instruments, found sounds; metal or wooden sounds explore different types of beaters 

• Try playing games where instruments are hidden and children have to guess who is making the sound. Having a child hide an instrument 
and another child identify the sound – can do this with  familiar rhymes in a circle or with small groups of children ‘ Doggie Doggie’ game 
is good for listening

Using a hoop and a teddy to conduct sounds 

• Children love to be in control give them opportunities to physically conduct their peers in different ways 

• Children can jump in and out of a hoop to control starting and stopping or they can make a teddy dance to control the playing. 

Conversations 

• Listening and responding to others, Improvisation, Creativity, Exploring call and response dialogues one to one or in small groups 
encourage different ways of 

• playing scraping, tapping, banging, shaking etc. 

• Can Segway with a small song ‘Conversations, Conversations what shall we play today?’ 





Extending music making 

Turn taking with drum 
• “Listen hear I come somebody special gets the drum.” 
• Support one child at a time to play the drum while singing this refrain and encouraging turn taking 

between children. 
Making up songs 
• Help children to develop their own songs using simple sing-song melodies and 
• scribe their words and instrumental ideas with them. 
• Record their ideas and play them back to encourage their vocal confidence. 
• Pass the tambourine 
• Have children try to pass the tambourine in a circle without making a sound 
• Pictures 
• Use pictures to match sounds and create musical sequences or scores 
• Use traffic lights and explore thinking voices 



Listening and drawing exercise 

• Listen to the sound scape and 
draw with your eyes closed 
• Discuss how you felt when doing 

this 
• Look at the drawing can we 

create a graphic score from it ? 
• Work in a group in rooms to 

organize your symbols together 



Example



Opportunities for Stories and scores 

• Opportunities for story 
• Think of stories, which lend themselves to soundscapes well e.g. ‘Bears In The Night’, 

‘We’re Going On A Bear Hunt’, ‘Dinosaur Rumpus’, weather stories etc. 
• Use a large role of paper to map a sound-scape and have children take turns 
• jumping on the paper to conduct a musical piece based on a story you can begin with 

voices and then choose instruments as children become more confident. 
• Go on sound walks and draw maps and add the sounds you hear to the pictures. Use 

easispeak microphones or sound buttons or pegs to capture sounds on the walks. 
• Make graphic scores using symbols and graphics to mark make their music and play it 

back. 
• Dance or paint along to recorded music or respond children’s playing with your own 

marks 



If we were to create a song for Early years 
practitioners what would it say ? 
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